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Abstract
Rats and mice have a tendency to interact more with a novel object than with a familiar
object. This tendency has been used by behavioural pharmacologists and neuroscientists to
study learning and memory. A popular protocol for such research is the object-recognition
task. Animals are first placed in an apparatus and allowed to explore an object. After a
prescribed interval, the animal is returned to the apparatus, which now contains the familiar
object and a novel object. Object recognition is distinguished by more time spent interacting
with the novel object. Although the exact processes that underlie this 'recognition memory'
requires further elucidation, this method has been used to study mutant mice, aging deficits,
drug exposure . This study has been conducted to optimize this method by using different
objects at different times. The results are shown by using small objects in different colures
and shapes in 4 hours better than large ones in other times, which I recommend to Object
Recognition Task.
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Introduction
Exploration of novel objects has to be
rodents feature more than any other animals
(1,2)
. This behaviour can be easily quantified
and utilized to study simple recognition
memory and episodic memory. In spite of
food-rewarding maze learning tasks, object
recognition test does not require spatial
learning, food or water deprivation and the
application of reinforcing stimuli. It is,
P
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therefore, suited to test the effects of drugs
and genetic manipulations as knock in or
knock out of a gene specially those have
interference effect with food intake or the
metabolism (3, 4).
It has been reported that various
challenges to the neurological work are the
interference of sensory, motor and pain
effects. One advantage of the object
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recognition test over other learning tests is
clearly distinguishing between the effect of
drugs or genetic manipulations on
sensory/motor abilities rather than on the
memory particles by the delay in time spent
exploring a novel and familiar object (4).
The role of hippocampus information of
object recognition memory had been
investigated by many researchers (5,6,7). By
means
of
NMDR-Receptor
genetic
manipulation or pharmacological effect, the
research tries to reveal this connection.As
widely spread
genetic
background,
C57BL/6 mice showed impaired object
recognition task after a 24 hours but not
after 5-min delay; when their neuronal
activity had been inactivated in the dorsal
hippocampus by means of lidocaine
infusion (8). However, this is depending on
the intensity of damage to the temporal loop
tissues (7). Recently, it has proposed that the
exploration of novel objects facilitates the
induction of Long Term Depression(LTD)
and hinders the induction of Long Term
Potentiation(LTP) (9). Surprisingly, pre- but
not post-acquisition trail i.p. injections of
ethanol impaired object recognition task in
C57BL/6 mice after 24 hours retention
interval. However, ethanol inhibits NMDAR dependent hippocampal LTP and LTD by
stimulating Hippocampal GABA-Rs. It is

assumed that ethanol impaired the encoding
of the object information rather than
memory processes (10). While, Neuronal
activity measurement studies showed no
response to novel objects (11), the role of
hippocampus in object recognition test is
still infixed.
Colour, shape, size and type of materials
of objects have an important consideration
in the object recognition task. Therefore, it
is essential to make sure that objects used
can be easily discriminated by the animals
but also should not be differentially
preferred. One of many aims of this study is
to know the effects of shape, architecture
and size that may be preferred by the
animal than the other or type of material
that may be discriminated by olfactory
cues. In the mean time, most of the
researchers in the field of neurobiology are
using an object recognition test to identify
the temporally or episodic memory
formation, study an effect of drugs or
evaluate
the
genetic
manipulation
effectiveness. But each of them used a
different acquisition time or different
objects. Nobody tries to find an optimizing
method for this important task. So, in order
to arrive at this aim, I had done this
research.

Material and methods
Experimental design
To study the effect of the size of object in
the test, I distribute firstly two main groups
that depend on the type of objects that will
be used (small and large object). Each
group will be subdivided into two
subdivision groups upon the number of
object through using one or two objects in
the acquisition phase of Object recognition
test. All the groups will be habituated to the
arena on the first day. Then, the acquisition
phase on the second day with one or two
objects will be conducted. Finally, the

retention phase when the animal is
submitted to the arena with a new novel
object after delay time of 4 hours and 24
hours. Therefore, there are four groups
(n=6) as fellow (fig1):
Group A: used two large objects at 10 min.
as acquisition phase.
Group B: used one large object at 10 min.
as acquisition phase.
Group C: used one small object at 10min.
as acquisition phase.
Group D: used two small objects at 10min.
as acquisition phase.
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Fig.1 Experimental design diagram

Animals
24 males C57BL/6 at age of three
months, were obtained from Harlan
Institute, UK are weighing between 24 and
27 g. The mice were divided into groups
(n=6). The mice were housed in a room
with 12:12 light /dark cycle at 23C.
Animals received food ad libitum. All
training and testing were performed in the
behavioural testing facility; which is
adjacent to the animal housing area. Each
animal was individually housed prior to
training. A C57BL/6 mice were used
because this is a strain widely used to study
the neurobiology of learning and memory
and provides the major genetic background
for gene targeting studies in mice (12).
Screening procedure
Before starting the tests, the general
health of mice and their normative
responses to stimuli were determined (12).
Measures included: the general appearance
of mice (clean fur, posture and muscle
tone)and the normal behaviour (fur
grooming, nest building, climbing) and
reflexes (blinking to cotton swab placed
close to eye, ear twitch when cotton swab is
gently placed on ear). Only mice that were
used showed a good health status in terms
of body weight, fur appearance and intact
eyes.
Animal handling

To habituate mice to handling, mice were
picked up for a 1.5 min/day for a five
consecutive days and exposed to novel
stimuli on days 1-4 (new clean cage,
weighing scale, moving to the procedure
room, novel open field testing chamber
(which was utilize in subsequent
behavioural tasks that are described
below)(13).
Open field
On day Four of handling training
course, all the groups submitted to open
field study for 10 minuets. Also this
procedure was considered as a part of
habituation time for Object recognition test.
By using overhead video-camera connected
to computer with video tracking analyzing
software(Bio-signal Group Interactive
Tracking system, ITS. Version 1.1) the
activity of peripheral and central zones
were recorded. Also, the same programme
had recorded the frequency of contact with
the objects in determining zones, the speed
and travelling Distance. While, the
climbing (number of exploring with
forepaws on the wall of arena) and rearing
(number of standing on legs with noise in
the air for exploration) and grooming
(number of times cleaning the fur and skin)
had been measured manually at the same
time (14). After each trail, the apparatus
was cleaned with 75% ethanol.
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Object recognition test
Objects
Two different objects were used (Large
and Small). The larger objects made of
plastic that are different in terms of height,
colour, shape and surface texture in size of
5cm3 roughly. Smaller objects are the dice
and the marbles; also they are different in
terms of height, colour, shape, surface
texture and the type of materials.Picture.2.
Procedure
The object recognition test, a test of nonspatial reference memory, was conducted in
an open field circle arena (60 cm in
diameter and 30cm-high wall), constructed
of white laminate and located in quite
room. This same open field was utilized in
the habituation and open field procedures.
A digital camera was mounted on the
ceiling above the testing arena and
connected to a computer with a videotracking system that objectively monitored
and quantified animal movement (Biosignal Group Interactive Tracking system,
ITS. Version1.1). Testing, which takes
advantage of the natural affinity of mice for
novelty, was conducted as described
previously (3, 15,16,17,).
This task, based on the spontaneous
tendency of rodents to explore a novel
object more often than a familiar one, was
performed during three days. The general
procedure consisted of three different
phases: a habituation phase, an acquisition
phase, and a retention phase. On the first
day (habituation phase), mice were
individually subjected to a single
familiarization session of 10 or 30 min
depending on the schedule above, during
which they were introduced into the arena,
in order to become familiar with the
apparatus. On the second day (acquisition
phase), the animals were subjected to a
single 10-min session, during which one or
two floor-fixed objects (A or/and B) were

placed in a symmetric position from the
centre of the arena, 15 cm from each other
and 8 cm from the nearest wall. The two
objects made of the different materials with
a different colour and shape but identical in
size per each group. Mice were allowed to
explore the objects in the open field. A
recognition index for each mouse was
expressed as a ratio of the amount of time
spent exploring object A (TA*100)/ (TA +
TB), where TA and TB are the time spent
exploring object A and object B,
respectively. It is acceptable if the
recognition index of A object is a round 4060%. On the 3rd day (retention phase),
mice were allowed to explore the open field
in the presence of two objects: the familiar
object A and a novel object C in different
shapes but in similar color and size (A and
C). A recognition index, calculated for each
mouse, was expressed as the ratio (TC
*100)/ (TA + TC), where TA and TC are
the time spent during the retention phase on
object A and object C, respectively. The
time spent exploring the object (nose
pointing toward the object at a distance≤ 4
cm to the large objects and at a distance ≤ 3
cm to small objects) was recorded by
exploring analyzer programme in the same
software. After each trail, the apparatus was
cleaned with 75% ethanol. In cases of one
object recognition we compare the
exploration time between the acquisition
phase and the retention phase after 4 and 24
hours retention intervals.
Statistical analysis
By using PRISM computing system, the
results of ORT have been conducted to
T-test for comparing the groups of normal
mice, in order to explain the favorite object
( small with different shapes and colors) or
( Large with different shapes and colors).
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Fig.2 Shown is the arena with two objects and a mouse (Right). A sample track is shown on the left. Visible are two
surrounding areas in the arena used by the software to analyse the object exploration events. n=12 per group.

Results
By working with the normal mice
C57BL/6 , and in order to start our work
with neurobiology, I have done this study.
The Recognition index(RI) of object
recognition experiment have mentioned a
U

period RI and retention trails RI in case of
using small objects at 4 hours as retention
intervals, Fig.3. On the other hand, there is
no difference(P≥0.05) by using the same
small objects at 24 hours as a retention
interval, Fig.4.
Statistically, there are no significant
differences between the groups of the mice
in the level of open field parameters .
Nearly all the groups have a similar results
of speed, peripheral/central movement
value, grooming , line crossing , and
rearing, data not shown.

significant value (p≥0.05) by using large
objects at 4 hours as a retention intervals,
Fig. 1. In contrast, and by using the same
large objects at 24 hours, we have found
that
there
is
no
significant
difference(P≥0.05) in RI, Fig.2. While,
there is a clear difference-high significant(P≥0.05) between the acquisition trails
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Discussion
Object recognition task is a recent
indicator for memory status, has been used
widely to discriminate between the normal
and abnormal cases of neuronal disorders.
A lot of scientists have used this task, But
they used different methods by objects,
time intervals, arenas, and distribution
pattern of objects. Also, I found differences
in the equation that is use to calculate the
recognition Index(RI). Therefore,
I
suggested an experiment to find out the
optimal conditions to this experiment in the
lab depending on all the information
available from other experiences advanced
in this field of studies. Opject recognition
test measures spontaneous behaviour. This
task consists of the acquisition phase during
which rodents explore two equal object
followed by a delay retention phase; in
which a novel object is presented together
with one familiar object already presented
during the acquisition phase(5,18). The
researchers have used various retention
intervals ranging from minutes to several
hours up to days. Poor learning
performance is usually interpreted as the
delay between the acquisition phase and
retention phase of the test increases (19).

There are no differences between the test
and control groups when the delay interval
is in 5 minutes but significant differences
after 3 hours (short-term memory
scale)(20). Furthermore, the deterioration in
object recognition indexes after 24 hours
(long-term memory scale) seams to be
experimental intervention rather than
memory impairment (20).It has been
inferred that animals can be tested
repeatedly after week rest, but interestingly
object memory can last for several weeks
after sufficient training (22,23).Thus,
Object recognition paradigm could be used
as model to study the effect of hippocampus
associated memory.
The results of the experiments in my
work explained that using small objects is
better than large objects Fig.1,3. It may be
due to architecture of four legs bodies
where the head not standing in upright
angle, where the eyes should be found to
recognize the objects and take a complete
picture. A novel object should be
recognized more than familiar ones
normally at the same conditions . It has
been found all the experiments in this study
work well. The animals recognized the
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novels more than familiars but not
significantly Fig.2,4. So, I recommend to

use small objects at 4 hours in mice
experiments of object recognition task.
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ﺍﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ :

ﺘﻤﻴﻝ اﻟﺠرذان واﻟﻔﺌران ﻤﻊ اﻟﻬدف اﻟﺠدﻴد ﺒﺸﻛﻝ أﻛﺜر ﻤن اﻟﻬدف اﻟﻤﺄﻫوﻝ أو اﻟﻤﻌﺘﺎد؛ وﻫذا اﻟﻤﻴﻝ اﺴﺘﺨدم ﻤن ﻗﺒﻝ ﻋﻠﻤﺎء

اﻟﺴﻠوك اﻟدواﺌﻲ واﻟﻌﺼﺒﻲ ﻟدراﺴﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﻠم واﻟذاﻛرة .أن اﻟﺼﻴﻐﺔ اﻟﻤﻌروﻓﺔ ﻟﻬذا اﻟﻨوع ﻤن اﻟﺒﺤوث ﻫو اﺨﺘﺒﺎر ﺘﻤﻴﻴز اﻟﻬدف

 . Object recognition taskأوﻻ ،ﺘوﻀﻊ ﺤﻴواﻨﺎت اﻟﺘﺠرﺒﺔ ﻓﻲ آﻟﺔ اﻻﺨﺘﺒﺎر وﻴﺴﻤﺢ ﻟﻬﺎ ﺒﺎﺴﺘﻛﺸﺎف اﻟﻬدف  ،وﺒﻌد ﻓﺘرة
زﻤﻨﻴﺔ ﻤوﺼوﻓﺔ ﻟﻼﺴﺘرﺠﺎع ،ﺘﻌﺎد ﺤﻴواﻨﺎت اﻟﺘﺠرﺒﺔ إﻟﻰ آﻟﺔ اﻻﺨﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﺘﻲ ﺘﺤﺘوي اﻟﻬدف اﻟﻤﺄﻫوﻝ أو اﻟذي ﺸﺎﻫدﺘﻪ اﻟﺤﻴواﻨﺎت
ﺴﺎﺒﻘﺎ ﻤﻊ ﻫدف ﺠدﻴد ﻟم ﺘﺴﺘﻛﺸﻔﻪ ﺤﻴواﻨﺎت اﻟﺘﺠرﺒﺔ ﺴﺎﺒﻘﺎ .داﻟﺔ ﺘﻤﻴﻴز اﻟﻬدف ﺘﻌرف ﻤن ﺨﻼﻝ أﻛﺜر ﻓﺘرة ﻟﺒﻘﺎء ﺤﻴواﻨﺎت
اﻟﺘﺠرﺒﺔ ﻤﺴﺘﻛﺸﻔﺔ وﻤﺘﻔﺎﻋﻠﺔ ﻤﻊ اﻟﻬدف اﻟﺠدﻴد .ﺒﺎﻟرﻏم ﻤن أن اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻴﺎت اﻟدﻗﻴﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺘوﻀﺢ ذاﻛرة اﻟﺘﻤﻴز ﺘﺘطﻠب ﺸرﺤﺎ أﻛﺜر؛

ﻨﺠد اﻻﻨﺘﺸﺎر اﻟواﺴﻊ ﻟﻬذﻩ اﻟطرﻴﻘﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻤﺠﺎﻝ دراﺴﺎت اﻟﻔﺌران اﻟﻤطﻔرﻩ ﺠﻴﻨﻴﺎ ،واﺨﺘﺒﺎرات اﻟﺘﻌرض ﻟﻸدوﻴﺔ  .أﺠرﻴت ﻫذﻩ
اﻟدراﺴﺔ ﻟﺘﻘوﻴض ﻫذﻩ اﻟطرﻴﻘﺔ وﺘﺜﻘﻴﻔﻬﺎ ﺒﺎﺴﺘﺨدام أﻫداف ﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﺒﺄوﻗﺎت ﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ  .أظﻬرت ﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ اﻟﺒﺤث أن اﺴﺘﺨدام اﻷﻫداف
اﻟﺼﻐﻴرة ﺒﺄﺸﻛﺎﻝ وأﻟوان ﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﺒﻔﺘرة اﺴﺘرﺠﺎع أرﺒﻊ ﺴﺎﻋﺎت ﻫﻲ أﻓﻀﻝ ﻤن اﺴﺘﺨدام اﻷﻫداف اﻟﻛﺒﻴرة ﺒﺄوﻗﺎت اﺴﺘرﺠﺎع
ﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ.
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